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“Freud did not find a psychological basis for the notion
that somebody believes that he will die.”



There were a number of miraculous bugs on Earth
that gave off a penetrating smell. I was terrified of 
this smell; 
however, I never smelled it.  I bent down
 to see them on the ground. It had a big, white-co-
loured abdomen, and a small, red head. It 
looked like a caravan: the vast, white abdomen is 
the tarpaulin.
They said it is a burying beetle. 
I want to get out from here; I will not survive
if I take another breath. 

11.01.2011





People are gathering for a funeral in a house;
a boy was lying grey-faced in one of the rooms.  
He went home from work
and died. 
There was a baby in the house. He was buried 
next to the dead man. 
Now he is in two places: in the coffin
and in the crib.
The sample lying in the crib lightens up
and the man comes back to life. 
The relatives tell him he is dead; he
does not understand. He goes to a lighter room 
and
calls his boss on the phone.

22.08.2012





Ecce Homo means: Here, so that’s it?





I would like to see as
the tree grows
the hair grows
the nail grows
the joy grows
the man is the joy
and the woman is the man.1

 

1 ’woman’ and ’grows’ are the same word in  
 Hungarian, so this is a word game here





While descending from the Himalayas a stranger 
joined me.
He asked whom I would marry at all. 
I started to think as if I was aware though
I could not remember. I was thinking hard, I 
thought over every possibility;
but neither of them was that. I knew there was a 
better,
better than the others, but I simply did not know 
who that was.

I saw a vast lake at a bend. It was beautiful turquoi-
se,
vast fruits in it, they looked like raspberries in the 
size of melons.  
I tried to fish one.

21.08.2011





We came out finally, but we still did not find
the exit. Somebody helped, showed
a steep staircase; it was almost horizontal.
I did not want to go further; I would have rather 
turned back, there must be a better
road than that. “This stair is very steep, how, you, 
monks, can think, 
that anybody would come down here without a 
life-line; 
even I won’t.

25.11.2014





One can never know where it is safe to stand;
anything can come towards me any time,
or the ground can turn around under me,
just like in an articulated bus.





…a vast caravan seems to be emerging from below the horizon;
it is rushing with enormous speed. Scary, but rather astonishing. Huge, 
huge animals in front,
a whole circus behind-above them. Though a circus does not usually 
look like that. It is usually friendly and nice and this is aggressive beyond 
all imagination. I feel
that though it is said to be a circus,
it is not.
As it is approaching, I can see that
it is the herald of death.

Creatures much bigger than people are rushing
in a black gown in the front. 
We are not afraid, they do not want to step on us; they want nothing
except that we see them.

18.04.2013





Rank

better than others      YOU
better for an other

better for an other      ME

better for another     HE / SHE

good for each other      WE
better for one / another

would be better for yourself     YOU

would be better to be others    THEY
(No.)
 





A cat is standing on the top of an electric pole.
It must not jump down as it is very tall and it would 
not fall on its feet. Before it jumps I suggest him 
jumping on the hedgehog crouching under him –as 
it would painfully stick him but will decrease the 
force of the detonation.
The cat falls, hits the hedgehog on the head, the 
hedgehog is standing out from his head, the hedge-
hog is stuck on the forehead of the cat.
I go there, I tear out the hedgehog from the forehead
but the cat just sits there still.

19.12.2012





Like a soldier
Who does not dare to move
After the noises of the battle calm down.
But it can’t stand for long,
And of course gets a shot in the head immediately.
So it decides
not to move any more.





Something stressed me hard, was a bit painful,
but I liked it. It lasted long, and it was quite painful
at the end, but still I liked it.
When it released me, I could see that it has two row 
of teeth one behind the other. 
The rows could be moved from behind like glo-
ve-puppets or corn grinders.

18.08.2014





Once I had to go to a cemetery
due to my job as a guide, and I met an old man 
there. 
The road lead to him through a narrow stair-
case. He said he
was killed the day before. When I left him he
called after me from a dark corner and asked 
me how old I was. 28,
I answered. He told me to party from dusk to 
dawn until I am young as
life passes very fast. 
But I keep on driving a cab all day;
this is the only reason why I see the lights of 
the city;
and the cafés, pubs, because we write invoices 
there 
when the day ends.

13.11.2013





I wonder what that state of being is like
in a persons life
when one can be sure that it will
not die?
 





Night is the best as everybody
sleeps who wants something from me 
(except Tamás Szentjóby)









       Pale Cigarette Butt1 

1 The text refers to a song sung by Katalin Karády, ’Ham-
vadó Cigarettavég’ (Pale Cigarette Butt End), the big hit of the 
year 1942in Hungary. The song was written by  a 29 year old 
journalist, Tamás Hegedűs.
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